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Introduction
In the early 1800s, just after Napoleon’s invasions of Egypt, ancient Egypt fas-
cinated Europeans, particularly following the discovery of the Rosetta Stone, Jean-
François Champollion’s announcement of the breakthrough of its decipherment in
1822, and his subsequent publication of Précis du système hiéroglyphique des anci-
ens Égyptiens in 1824. Before Champollion’s epoch-making exploit in the early 19th
century, however, the decipherment of hieroglyphics had had a long history in the
Western tradition. Throughout this long history, Europeans had been fascinated with
hieroglyphics and yet misunderstood them completely. The main references to mod-
els of misunderstanding before Champollion’s decipherment are Erik Iversen’s The
Myth of Egypt and Its Hieroglyphs in 1961 and Liselotte Dieckmann’s Hieroglyph-
ics in 1970. The former focuses on many examples of philosophical and archae-
ological discourse on hieroglyphics from the ancient world to the modern, while the
latter further extends its discussion to the history of the reception of hieroglyphics in
European literature. Iversen’s archaeological approach to the history of decipher-
ment was followed by Maurice Pope’s The Story of Decipherment: From Egyptian
Hieroglyphic to Linear B in 1975 and Richard Parkinson’s Cracking Codes: The
Rosetta Stone and Decipherment in 1999. In addition to Dieckmann’s discussion,
Peter Daly, Mario Praz and Robin Raybould also argue Renaissance humanists’ fas-
cination with hieroglyphics constitutes their contemporary view of emblems.1 Yet
these studies never expatiate on both the Romantic and the eighteenth-century poets
in England. In spite of Erasmus Darwin’s frequent uses of “hieroglyphic” in his
poem The Temple of Nature, for example, Dieckmann only says he employs the
term of hieroglyphic “in a well-accepted seventeenth-century sense which no longer
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needs any discussion” (129). This essay will reconsider the significance of Darwin’s
hieroglyphics mainly in The Temple of Nature. First, I am going to outline the his-
tory of the European misunderstanding of hieroglyphics. Based on this brief over-
view, the second step of this essay will be to examine whether Darwin’s view of hi-
eroglyphics inherits the emblematic tradition in Renaissance and the 17th century.
Focusing on how his idea of hieroglyphics in The Temple of Nature is involved with
Renaissance tradition of emblems and then shaped by his aesthetical theory and po-
etical practice.
I. The Brief Overview of the History of Misunderstanding
Hieroglyphics
In his last poem The Temple of Nature in 1803, Darwin depicts the evolution of
human kind from the ancient world to the present, interweaving a variety of biologi-
cal phenomena with mythological episodes. What has led critics to positive recep-
tion of the poem is that mythology and science are “more successfully integrated” in
it than in his other poems (Primer 60). Although critics have paid attention to Dar-
win’s hieroglyphics as a syncretic approach to Egyptian mythology and culture, they
have never investigated the details of his interpreting hieroglyphics as a model of the
misunderstanding before Champollion’s decipherment.2 Dieckmann, alone, tries to
systematize Darwin’s view of hieroglyphics in the history of misunderstanding, but
she simply defines his hieroglyphics as limited in a seventeenth-century sense (129).
Before looking at Darwin’s view of hieroglyphics in The Temple of Nature, let me
survey the short history of misunderstanding hieroglyphics from the Renaissance to
the 18th century in order to consider what hieroglyphics in a seventeenth-century
sense means.
Since the collapse of the Egyptian state, and the subsquent disintegration of its
religion and political forces in ancient times, hieroglyphics had no longer been em-
ployed in common usage; although many hieroglyphic writings were destroyed by
pagan cults or early Christianity, they had a strong enough appeal to survive as a
“living myth” from the Greek age (Iversen 38). In a word, the European history of
misunderstanding hieroglyphics can be traced back to the fifth century when
Horapollo, a Greek writer, illustrated ideographical hieroglyphics in Hieroglyphica .
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Written in the 5th century, then discovered and published in the 15th and 16th cen-
turies, his book had a strong influence on the Renaissance. For Renaissance human-
ists and scholars, hieroglyphics were simply ideograms which represented “the idea
of the object” (Raybould 170). They had no knowledge of the fact that hieroglyph-
ics are also phonograms, functioning as letters and syllables. Through the lens of
their Neo-Platonic Christian and mystical prejudices, they saw hieroglyphics as “the
original Adamic language from the time before the fall of man” (Raybould 170), or
“alchemical symbols” (Dieckmann 63). The more important point in my essay is
that the prejudiced Renaissance view of hieroglyphics was also combined with con-
temporary literature on emblems. Since hieroglyphics were regarded as ideograms
and Renaissance emblem literature included many ornamental designs, humanists of
the day incorporated hieroglyphics into their emblems. In England, this emblematic
tradition lasted along with the “hieroglyphical-mystic” one until the end of the 17th
century (Dieckmann 115). It is in the 18th century that the Renaissance view of hi-
eroglyphics “became progressively out of tune” with the intellectual atmosphere of
the period because new evidence from Egypt was discovered by European travelers
(Pope 43). For example, William Warburton in The Divine Legation of Moses was
aware of the phonetic aspect to hieroglyphics and was, in that sense, anticipating
“Champollion’s crucial insight” (Goslee 18).3 With this background, hieroglyphics
in a seventeenth-century sense keep a tradition of emblems which was dominant in
Renaissance literature and art.
So far, I have surveyed the seventeenth-century tradition of emblematic hiero-
glyphics inherited from the Renaissance. Before considering whether Darwin’s hi-
eroglyphics are a part of Renaissance emblems “in a well-accepted seventeenth-
century sense” (Dieckmann 129), I am going to examine in more detail what quality
the hieroglyphics in Renaissance and the 17th century have. As mentioned above,
Hieroglyphica of Horapollo was one sourcebook for emblem-writers in those days.4
Although some examples of hieroglyphics in Hieroglyphica are probably
Horapollo’s inventions, his hieroglyphics steadily flow into the mainstream of Ren-
aissance emblems. In his interpretation of hieroglyphics, the relationship between
sign and meaning is always “of an allegorical nature” or “an emblematic nature”
(Praz 15). Dieckmann further analyzes what the emblematic or allegorical nature is.
Considering the reason why people had been fascinated and then became uninter-
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ested with the emblems of the Renaissance, she points to “their symbolic quality”―
while the intrinsic relationship of picture (sign) and meaning appears to be neces-
sary, it is completely arbitrary in many ways (115). The meaning of “symbolic”
which Dieckmann employs here is roughly “figurative”. In literary criticism, as M.
Jadwiga Swiatecka points out, the term “symbol” often covers “the whole range of
figurative speech―which includes metaphor, allegory, synecdoche” (12). Especially
before the Romantic era, symbol was a synonym with allegory and hieroglyph as
well, functioning as an arbitrary sign (Todorov 199; Swiatecka 88). Thus, Dieck-
mann is shrewder in her analysis of the “symbolic quality” of an emblem because
she accurately indicates that there exists a convention in an emblem that we are
forced to regard a sign (picture) necessarily representing meaning.
II. The Emblematic Tradition and Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics
Now, let me consider whether Darwin’s hieroglyphics have the symbolic qual-
ity of an emblem or an allegory as a part of Renaissance emblems in a seventeenth-
century sense. As an eighteenth-century writer, Darwin knew Warburton’s book, for
he refers to it in The Temple of Nature. In Canto I of the poem, he celebrates the
birth of the world, where the discovery of letters is preceded by “sacred symbols”
crowding the “pictur’d” walls of the ancient temples (I.76). According to Darwin’s
footnote, these “imitative arts of paintings” are an origin of hieroglyphics which
were used as a means of communication in the ancient world (8 n); his hieroglyph-
ics are equivalent to pictures. When he refers to the origin of the Eleusinian myster-
ies in the poems in Canto I, his footnote mentions that it is also recorded with
picture-like hieroglyphics:
[The Eleusinian mysteries] seem to have consisted of scenical representations
of the philosophy and religion of those times, which had previously been
painted in hieroglyphic figures to perpetuate them before the discovery of let-
ters; and are well explained in Dr. Warburton’s divine legation of Moses (13 n
emphasis mine)
Just after describing that the Eleusinian mysteries was “painted in hieroglyphic fig-
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ures” (13 n), he reveals this description of the mysteries comes from Warburton’s
book. As Darwin mentions, Warburton explains the Eleusinian mysteries in Book II
in The Divine Legation (1:176-78). It is, however, in Book IV that Warburton begins
a full-scale argument on hieroglyphics. Thus, Darwin’s view of hieroglyphics is at
odds with Warburton’s in essence. On one hand, Warburton in The Divine Legation
divides hieroglyphics into three kinds of pictured characters―Curiological, Tropical,
and Symbolic Hieroglyphics: Curiological ones are metonymies, such as a scaling
ladder to mean a siege; Tropical ones put the instruments of the thing for the thing
itself, such as an eye to mean divine omniscience; and Symbolic ones use resem-
blance or analogy collected from the observation of nature or traditional superstition,
such as the two eyes of a crocodile to mean the sunrise (2:71-72). This approach to
hieroglyphics cannot be seen in Darwin’s The Temple of Nature, because he does
not categorize them into three kinds nor cite examples which Warburton shows in
his book. Now, we need to further examine Darwin’s references to hieroglyphics in
The Temple of Nature so as to understand what he means.
Throughout The Temple of Nature, the term “hieroglyphic” is used as a noun
just once at his footnote in Canto I (15 n). Instead, the adjective, “hieroglyphic”, to-
tals thirteen, made up as follows: “hieroglyphic design(s)” can be seen in a footnote
and in an endnote, “hieroglyphic figure(s)” in footnotes and in endnotes, “hiero-
glyphic sign” in the text of the poem, “hieroglyphic characters” in the title of an
endnote, and “hieroglyphic emblem” in a footnote.5 In the last example of hiero-
glyphic emblem, Darwin’s use of hieroglyphic reminds us of that in Renaissance. At
the end of Canto IV in the poem, Darwin praises biological death and revival, com-
paring it to “Arabia’s Bird” or a “filial Phœnix” which springs from “his ashes” (IV.
411, 413). To this part, he adds a footnote: “The story of the Phœnix rising from its
own ashes with a star upon its head seems to have been an hieroglyphic emblem of
the destruction and resuscitation of all things (162 n emphasis mine). This type of
“hieroglyphic” can be seen in another poem published in 1791, The Economy of
Vegetation , where an abstracted idea is also embodied by a hieroglyphic emblem. In
its endnote XXII titled “Portland Vase”, Darwin interprets a design of the “man and
woman on each side of the dying figure” which is decorated on a Roman glass vase,
called the Portland Vase (55 n). According to Darwin, “These I think are hiero-
glyphic or Eleusinian emblems of HUMAN KIND, with their backs toward the dy-
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ing figure of MORTAL LIFE” (The Economy of Vegetation 55 n). Clearly, this use
of hieroglyphic is quite similar to the above example of Phoenix because both of
them give concrete form to abstracted ideas such as death and revival, and human
kind. In the endnote of The Economy of Vegetation , Darwin continues, revealing the
meaning of “hieroglyphic”:
These figures bring strongly to one’s mind the Adam and Eve of sacred writ,
whom some have supposed to have been allegorical or hieroglyphic persons of
Aegyptian origin , but of more ancient date, amongst whom I think is Dr. War-
burton. (Darwin, The Economy of Vegetation 55 n emphasis mine)
It is obvious that “hieroglyphic” and “allegorical” are synonyms because Darwin
puts them in apposition. As I have mentioned, the hieroglyphics of the Renaissance
partly come from Horapollo’s view that hieroglyphics have an emblematic or alle-
gorical nature. To borrow Dieckmann’s phrase, they have a “symbolic quality” in
which meaning and sign are arbitrary although their relationship is conventionally
associated (115). In Darwin’s case, both Phoenix and the dying figures on the Port-
land Vase are also conventional representations of death and resuscitation, as well as
of human kind. Yet, their relationships with these abstract ideas are arbitrary. In this
way, Darwin employs hieroglyphic as meaning allegorical, sometimes qualifying
the noun “emblem”. This usage loosely reminds us of Renaissance hieroglyphics,
which were closely associated with emblems, even if he employs no examples of hi-
eroglyphic emblems.
In a footnote to Canto I in The Temple of Nature, Darwin comments on the
“symbolic quality” of hieroglyphics in terms of his poetics (Dieckmann 115). When
his poem says that “Egypt’s rude designs [hieroglyphics]” explain a mythological
episode of young Dione rising from the sea (I.371), its footnote cites some other in-
stances such as the hieroglyphic figures of Venus and of Hercules. Representing ab-
stracted ideas of “strength and beauty”, these hieroglyphic figures of Venus and Her-
cules “constitute the symbols, by which painters and poets give form and animation
to abstracted ideas” (34 n). Since Darwin compares the quality of hieroglyphics to
the symbols of painters, he regards hieroglyphics as ideograms like Renaissance hu-
manists and scholars. If symbol was synonymous with allegory, emblem and hiero-
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glyph before the Romantic era (Todorov 199; Swiatecka 88), the quality of “sym-
bol” in Darwin’s hieroglyphics inherits an emblematic or allegorical quality from
the Renaissance. In fact, when Darwin in Canto II of The Economy of Vegetation
also mentions the figure of Venus, its footnote regards it as allegory and then associ-
ates it with Egyptian hieroglyphics:
There is an ancient gem representing Venus rising out of the ocean supported
by two Tritons. From the formality of the design it would appear to be of great
antiquity before the introduction of fine taste into the world. It is probable that
this allegory was originally an hieroglyphic picture (before the invention of
letters) descriptive of the formation of the earth from the ocean. (63-64 n em-
phasis mine)
It is clear that he regards the figure of Venus as an allegory, in terms of his view of
hieroglyphics. In this vein, we are tempted to conclude Darwin’s hieroglyphics have
just an allegorical or emblematic nature which is limited in a seventeenth-century
sense. Yet, we must not miss these two points at Darwin’s footnote in Canto I of The
Temple of Nature. First, he compares hieroglyphics not only to a picture but also to
poetry. Secondly, abstracted ideas are given “animation” by hieroglyphics (34 n).
Using these points as clues, I will demonstrate Darwin’s hieroglyphics are not
merely limited to the Renaissance sense of emblems, which lasted until the end of
the seventeenth century.
When Darwin in Canto I of The Temple of Nature explains about the symbolic
quality of hieroglyphics, he compares it to “the symbols, by which painters and po-
ets give form and animation to abstracted ideas” (34 n). It is not strange that Darwin
connects hieroglyphics with the symbols of pictures and poetry.6 It is true Daly in
“England and the Emblem” argues that Renaissance emblems embody the allegori-
cal representation of Elizabethan pictures and portraits (6). Yet, there is another rea-
son. His contemporary aesthetic critics, such as Addison, Locke, and Hartley, also
lead him to the idea that emphasized the similarities between picture and poetry
(Logan 84; McNeil 34). By the influence of early eighteenth-century minds in par-
ticular, Darwin explores “a visually-orientated imagination” (McNail 32), saying
“the Poet writes principally to the eye,” while “the Prose-writer uses more abstracted
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terms” in Interlude of The Loves of the Plants, where the dialogue between a poet
and a bookseller shows Darwin’s poetics (48). In a following passage in which he
cites Gibbon’s prose, the poet discusses that even prose can be closer to poetry if he
changes only a single word from “full [sic] of extensive forests” into “over-
shadowed [sic] with extensive forests”―from abstracted terms into those princi-
pally appealing to the eye (49). The more interesting thing is that Darwin expresses
this change as giving an aesthetic effect which “animates the prose” (48). The logic
and expressions are both similar to Darwin’s explanation at the footnote of Canto I
in The Temple of Nature where he speaks of a symbolic and pictorial quality of hi-
eroglyphics which gives “animation to abstracted ideas” (34 n). Animation in poeti-
cal imagination began to be paid attention by the early eighteenth-century critics, es-
pecially Dryden and Addison (Peckham 195-96). To make up his own view of hiero-
glyphics apart from that of the Renaissance and seventeenth-century sense, Darwin
assimilates eighteenth-century aesthetics and poetics into his interpretation of hiero-
glyphics.
III. The Hieroglyphic Figures of Venus and Adonis: Dynamic
Representation of Nature
If Darwin simply introduces early eighteenth-century aesthetics and poetics
into his view of hieroglyphics, it is tasteless or even needless to further dilate on the
originality of his own hieroglyphics. Critics have pointed out that his poetical sensi-
bility is distinguished from that of the eighteenth-century, though some have hesi-
tated to categorize him among the Romantic poets. For example, Catherine Peck-
ham admits that Darwin is not an eighteenth-centufy poet. Yet, Donal M. Hassler,
Maureen McNail and Michael Page try to identify Darwin’s Romantic sensibility in
his poetical practices, theme, and style.7 Especially, the arguments of Page and Peck-
ham overlap. The former emphasizes that dynamic vitality can be seen as “a Ro-
mantic trait” in Darwin’s poetical themes in The Economy of Vegetation and The
Temple of Nature (152); the latter points out Darwin’s poetical practice, such as per-
sonification, differs from the “mechanical style criticized by his Romantic critics”
because he “personifies not abstractions but natural objects, which are already living
things” (206, 197). Both of them recognize that dynamism or vitality is described in
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Darwin’s poems. Nevertheless, it is impossible to deny Darwin gets involved with
eighteenth-century aesthetical and philosophical theory.8 In this section, I will ap-
proach the nature of his hieroglyphics in terms of dynamism in The Temple of Na-
ture. Now, let me further examine Darwin’s footnote in Canto I of The Temple of
Nature which mentions the hieroglyphic quality of “the symbols, by which painters
and poets give form and animation to abstracted ideas” (34 n). At this note, Darwin
mentions not only the hieroglyphic figures of Venus and Hercules, but also that of
Adonis:
The Venus seems to have represented the beauty of organic Nature rising from
the sea, and afterwards became simply an emblem of ideal beauty; while the
figure of Adonis was probably designed to represent the more abstracted idea
of life or animation. (34 n)
By using a subordinate conjunction “while”, Darwin contrasts the examples of Ve-
nus and Adonis. Look at the figure of Venus before examining the case of Adonis:
Contrasted with Adonis representing “the more abstracted idea”, Venus originally
“represented the beauty of organic Nature rising from the sea” (34 n). Darwin em-
phasizes the original figure of Venus as dynamic description of the beauty in the liv-
ing “organic Nature” (34 n) because Canto I of the poem describes young Dione ris-
ing from the sea as a “Type of organic Nature” (I.373). As Dione is a mother of Ve-
nus (Aphrodite), both of them are closely associated in Darwin’s consciousness. For
Darwin, the hieroglyphic figure of Venus is not necessarily a static representation of
an abstracted idea, but a dynamic representation of the organic nature. The expres-
sions of “rising” also evoke a dynamic motion, not a static state.
As for Adonis, however, Darwin in The Temple of Nature says “the more ab-
stracted idea of life or animation” was always represented by the ancient Egyptian
philosophers (34 n). We must pay attention to the term “life or animation” in the
poem, because this concept is also closely associated with Darwin’s poetical theme
shared in his other works, The Economy of Vegetation and The Loves of the Plants.
In 1789,Darwin published The Economy of Vegetation in which scientific evolution
is celebrated but never distinguished from its cultural counterpart. Unlike in The
Temple of Nature, Darwin in Canto II of The Economy of Vegetation expounds on
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some ancient interpretations about Adonis:
Some have supposed that it allegorized the summer and winter solstice; but this
seems too obvious a fact to have needed an hieroglyphic emblem. Others have
believed it to represent the corn, which was supposed to sleep in the earth dur-
ing the winter months, and to rise out of it in summer. (108 n)
Like Venus in The Temple of Nature, Adonis is closely involved with actual natural
phenomena such as the solstices and the corn’s ecological cycle. Especially, when
Darwin says that the corn “was supposed [...] to rise out of” the earth in summer, the
phase “rising” not only means plant’s thriving power after winter sleep, but also cre-
ates an impression of dynamic vitality. According to OED , the verb “rise” means
both “To get up from sleep or rest” and “To spring up” (v, 3.a; 20.a.). In The Temple
of Nature, Darwin also uses the verb “rising” for a metaphor of a plant’s thriving
power. In the last canto of the poem, he admiringly likens plants’ death and revival
to “Alchemic powers”, the doctrine of “sainted PAUL” and “A filial Phoenix” (IV.
386, 403, 413). When he gives a footnote that Phoenix “rising from its own ashes
[...] seems to have been an hieroglyphic emblem of the destruction and resuscitation
of all things (The Temple of Nature 177-78 n emphasis mine), the term “rising” sug-
gests “To return to life” and “To take wing and ascend” from the ashes (OED , v., 4.;
13.b.). The verb “rising out” in The Economy of Vegetation also has such a double
meaning so that it can reinforce the corn as dynamically thriving as a part of organic
nature, for Darwin regards the corn’s thriving power in the spring as revival from
death. After introducing Adonis also “allegorized summer and winter solstice” as the
world’s seasonal cycle, Darwin concludes that Adonis “seems more probably to
have been a story explaining some hieroglyphic figures representing the decomposi-
tion and resuscitation of animal matter” (108 n). It is natural that he employs the
term “animal matter” in The Economy of Vegetation because he often personifies
plants to make them akin to human beings (a kind of animal) in The Loves of Plants.
In this way, Darwin in The Economy of Vegetation associates the hieroglyphic figure
of Adonis with the representation of the organic life cycle (i.e. death and rebirth) in
the natural world.
Now, let me look at Darwin’s aesthetical belief in his view of hieroglyphics
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since I have examined the image of organic vitality suggested in the motif of Adonis
in The Economy of Vegetation . Recall Darwin in The Temple of Nature says that
“the figure of Adonis was probably designed to represent the more abstracted idea
of life or animation” than that of Venus (34 n). Apparently, he employs the term “ab-
stracted” to represent the static representation of Adonis. Yet, if he also alludes to
the images of natural phenomena hidden in the motif of Adonis, his hieroglyphic
figure of Adonis does not have the same static aesthetic quality as the eighteenth-
century one. According to Peckham, Darwin’s poetics is based on eighteenth-
century theory, but his poetical practices are quite distinct from that of the mid and
late eighteenth-century, in that he does not personify abstracted ideas but imagines
the revival of living natural things in his poems (197-98). The hieroglyphic figures
of Venus and Adonis also personify beauty and life or animation in the natural world.
In this vein, these figures suggest Darwin’s dynamic poetical practices differ from
early eighteenth-century theory.
IV. The Motif of Adonis Repeated in Darwin's Poems
In the above section, I have argued that Darwin’s poetical consciousness to-
ward dynamism can be seen in the figures of both Venus and Adonis, shared in The
Loves of the Plants and The Temples of Nature. It is natural that Darwin combines
his view of hieroglyphics with his own aesthetical theories and poetical sensibilities
because he compares hieroglyphics to poetry in a footnote of The Temple of Nature.
Now, I am going to consider whether Darwin’s view of Adonis enables us to get a
glimpse of his hieroglyphics featured with his peculiar sensibility of dynamism. Let
me return to Darwin’s footnote in Canto I of The Temples of Nature. In the footnote,
he tries to distinguish between the figures of Venus and Adonis. As I have men-
tioned, he uses the conjunction “while” to contrast them. Just after mentioning the
figures of Venus and Adonis, he explains:
Some of these hieroglyphic designs seem to evince the profound investigations
in science of the Egyptian philosophers, and to have outlived all written lan-
guage; and still constitute the symbols, by which painters and poets give form
and animation to abstracted ideas, as to those of strength and beauty in the
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above instances. (34 n emphasis mine)
When he explains the hieroglyphic quality of “the symbols, by which painters and
poets give form and animation to abstracted ideas”, he limits those instances to
“strength and beauty”, that is, to Venus and Hercules alone. Now, we have a ques-
tion as to whether Adonis is unintentionally omitted in this sentence, or not.
To further consider this question, let me look at an endnote VI of The Temple of
Nature in which Darwin gives a basically similar explanation about hieroglyphics:
[...] hieroglyphic figures seem to have been designed to perpetuate the events
of history, the discoveries in other arts, and the opinions of those ancient phi-
losophers on other subjects. Thus their figures of Venus for beauty, Minerva for
wisdom, Mars and Bellona for war, Hercules for strength , and many others, be-
came afterwards the deities of Greece and Rome; and together with the figures
of Time, Death, and Fame, constitute the language of the painters to this day.
(Additional Notes 21 emphases mine)
Here Darwin displays more examples of hieroglyphic figures to record the historical
events, the discoveries in other arts and the philosophical issues. These hieroglyphic
figures also include both Venus and Hercules as representations of beauty and
strength, while Adonis is removed from a list of various figures of gods in Greco-
Roman mythologies including Venus and Hercules. It is strange that he is silent
about Adonis although he repeats the motif not only in The Temple of Nature but
also in The Economy of Vegetation . If he intentionally distinguishes Adonis from
Venus and Hercules in The Temple of Nature, the figure of Adonis does not consti-
tute one of “the symbols, by which painters and poets give form and animation to
abstracted ideas” (34 n). In this assumption, the hieroglyphic figure of Venus is a
symbolic representation of beauty like a kind of poetry, but that of Adonis is not. In
the following paragraphs, I must consider why Darwin distinguishes Adonis from
Venus in The Temple of Nature.
For Darwin, the motif of Adonis is important because he mentions it at the last
sections not only of The Economy of Vegetation but also at that of The Loves of the
Plants. Two years from the publication of The Economy of Vegetation , Darwin pub-
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lished The Loves of the Plants anonymously in 1789. Unlike in The Economy of
Vegetation , he uses Adonis as a name of a flower in the poem. Imitating Linnæus
who “has divided the vegetable world into 24 Classes” (Preface i), Darwin in the
poem categorizes 24 kinds of plants according to their number of stamen and pistil.
The 24th one is Adonis which stands for a flower:
A hundred [sic] virgins join a hundred [sic] swains,
And fond Adonis leads the sprightly trains;
Pair after pair, along his sacred groves
To Hymen’ fane the bright procession moves; (489-92).
As a life scientist, Darwin basically treats life’s marriage and reproduction in The
Loves of the Plants, The Economy of Vegetation , and The Temples of Nature. Con-
necting the flower’s reproductive power with the Greek mythological motif of Hy-
men, Darwin skillfully integrates science and mythology. This motif of Adonis in
The Loves of the Plants, however, seems to be quite irrelevant from the hieroglyphic
figures of Adonis in The Economy of Vegetation because it is based rather on botani-
cal and scientific observation about a flower itself than on a mythological episode
about Adonis. Considering his reference to Adonis in The Loves of the Plants, Dar-
win hesitates to make Adonis equivalent to the hieroglyphic of Venus ― a hiero-
glyphic figure which allegorically or symbolically represents natural phenomena.
After The Loves of the Plants was anonymously published in 1789, Darwin
published The Economy of Vegetation and then combined them as one work, The
Botanic Garden in 1791. The Temple of Nature was posthumously published in
1803. When he wrote The Temple of Nature, Darwin might have been conscious of
his references to Adonis both in The Loves of the Plants and The Economy of Vege-
tation . This influences the difference between his expressions about Adonis in The
Economy of Vegetation and The Temples of Nature. In the footnote of Canto II in
The Economy of Vegetation , Darwin concludes that the figure of Adonis “seems
more probably to have been a story explaining some hieroglyphic figures represent-
ing [...] decomposition and resuscitation” because “the doctrine of transmission [...]
had probably its birth also from the hieroglyphic treasures of Egypt” (108 n).
Adonis in The Temple of Nature, on the other hand, represents “the more abstracted
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ideas of life or animation” (34 n). By changing from the term of “decomposition
and resuscitation” in The Economy of Vegetation to that of “life or animation” in
The Temple of Nature, Darwin successfully adds two connotations to the motif of
Adonis: the mythological and the botanical representation― both representations of
Adonis in The Economy of Vegetation and in The Loves of the Plants. The terms
“life or animation” are more suitable because the motif of Adonis in The Loves of
the Plants focuses on the plant’s system and power of reproduction. On the other
hand, Darwin skillfully emphasizes dynamic vitality, which is represented both in
The Economy of Vegetation and in The Loves of the Plants. It is true that he alludes
to Linnæus’ static description of botanical systems in the poem’s footnote “[m]any
males and females live together in the same flower” (179 n).9 Yet, in the text of the
poem, a dynamic image of Adonis’ vitality is suggested by an adverb, “sprightly”
and the verb, “the bright procession moves” in the poem (IV. 490; 492). The dy-
namic representation of Adonis as a plant’s thriving reproduction can be implicit
even in the hieroglyphic figure of “life or animation” in The Temple of Nature.
In a footnote of The Temple of Nature, the figure of Adonis implies dynamic
images of “life or animation” represented in his former works― a corn’s ecological
survival and a solstice as a part of a seasonal cycle in The Economy of Vegetation
and a flower’s reproduction in The Loves of the Plants. The figure of Adonis is simi-
lar to that of Venus in that both of them describe dynamic images of organic nature.
Yet, with the early eighteenth-century aesthetical theory in his mind, Darwin states
that some of the hieroglyphic designs “constitute the symbols, by which painters
and poets give form and animation to abstracted ideas” (Temple 34 n). In his theory,
his hieroglyphics need to have the quality of symbols (or allegories) which poets
and painters employ. Adonis is excluded from such hieroglyphic designs because
the motif is, for Darwin, not always an allegorical or symbolical representation of
organic nature. This hesitation suggests that Darwin’s view of hieroglyphics is
partly involved with his peculiar blend of aesthetical theory and poetical practices,
the former of which is of the early eighteenth-century and the latter of which fea-
tures a dynamism akin to Romantic sensibilities.
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Conclusion
My discussion has aimed to show, in some detail, that Darwin’s view of hiero-
glyphics is not limited in a seventeenth-century sense, and to capture that it is pro-
duced by his own aesthetical theory and poetical practices. Nevertheless, this essay
does not pretend to be an all-inclusive investigation of Darwin’s hieroglyphics in
terms of his view of science. In fact, Darwin introduces two kinds of hieroglyphics
in the endnote VI of The Temple of Nature. One is linked to poetry and mythology,
as I have discussed earlier; while the other is associated with science. Here, Darwin
focuses on the hieroglyphic characters “which designate the metals in chemistry,
and the planets in astronomy”, which “constitute an universal visible language in
those sciences” (Additional Notes 21). This idea of hieroglyphics as a universal lan-
guages falls outside the theme dealt with here. For the idea of universal language is
independent of both the Renaissance emblematic tradition and Darwin’s aesthetical
theory and poetical practices. The notion of a universal language was rooted in an-
other seventeenth-century linguistic attempt, in which Europeans attempted to ex-
press themselves with non-alphabetic language. To consider Darwin’s allusion to the
notion of a universal language in terms of science will require further study. My
hope is that this essay goes some way towards rehabilitating the image of Darwin’s
hieroglyphics as limited in the seventeenth-century sense, by demonstrating that
while he made a complete misunderstanding archaeologically, he nevertheless con-
tributed a new interpretation of hieroglyphics to literary discourse. Indeed, he as-
similates his aesthetic theory and poetical practices into his view of hieroglyphics.
Notes
1 Daly, Literature in the Light of the Emblem 11-21; Praz 23-25; Raybould 170-78.
2 Eg. Hassler 45, 47; McNeil 46.
3 See Warburton 3: 82 n.
4 Daly 4-5; Raybould 171-72.
5 Darwin, The Temple of Nature 34 n; Additional Notes 42; 8 n; 9 n; 13 n; 34 n; Additional Notes
21; 162 n.
6 See also Darwin, The Temple of Nature 8 n.
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7 Hassler 46; Page 152, 159-60, 164; McNail 49-50; Peckham 205-206.
8 Peckham 194-202. See also McNail 32-36; Logan 78-85.
9 See Page 152, 162.
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Erasmus Darwin's Frequent Uses of the Term
of Hieroglyphic in The Temple of Nature
IKEDA Keiko
Before Jean-François Champollion’s decipherment of the Rosetta Stone in
the early 19th century, Europeans had a long history of misunderstanding hiero-
glyphics. Critics have focused on many examples of philosophical, archaeological,
and even literary discourse on hieroglyphics from the ancient world to the modern.
Yet, these studies have never expatiated on Erasmus Darwin’s view of hieroglyph-
ics. In this essay, I will reconsider the significance of his hieroglyphics mainly in
The Temple of Nature. First, I will outline the history of the misunderstanding of
hieroglyphics briefly. Based on this overview of the history, I will argue that Dar-
win’s view of hieroglyphics does not simply inherit the emblematic tradition of the
Renaissance and the 17th century, but also assimilates eighteenth-century aesthet-
ics and poetics into his interpretation. Unlike eighteenth-century critics, however,
Darwin expresses dynamism and vitality in his poems; in The Temple of Nature,
The Economy of Vegetation and The Loves of Plants，the hieroglyphic figures of
Venus and Adonis are dynamic representations of organic nature. To further ana-
lyze his view of hieroglyphics, I will consider why Darwin distinguishes Venus
and Adonis in The Temple of Nature. This analysis shows that Darwin’s hiero-
glyphics are not merely limited in a seventeenth-century sense but created by his
own aesthetics and sensibilities of dynamism.
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